Kit Carson’s Hawken Rifle, left hand

This adjustable sight is a great choice for your Hawken rifle. It works well on 1” and 1-1/8” octagon barrels. Not a fixed iron sight, so it does not meet NMLRA Hawken match rules, but may be used in “adjustable sight matches”. Alloy steel wax cast steel, blasted to a grey matte finish. Polish it bright or brown or blue it.

Kit Carson’s Hawken rifle kit, left:

- **Lock-JB-L** left lock, percussion, with stirrup and fly | $92.99
- **Stk-KC-16LM1** left stock, maple, shaped, pre-inlet | $195.00
  - Stock #Stk-KC-16LM1 is available in curly maple, at extra cost.
  - Barrel is 1” octagon, available in .50, .54, or .58 caliber
- **GMT-54-D-36** barrel, .54 caliber, 1” octagon, 36” long | $144.99
- **Plug-Hawk-16-3** left plug and tang, 1” hooked breech | $59.99
- **TR-PA-20** trigger, Hawken double set, long bar | $55.99
- **TG-Hawk-L-I** triggerguard, classic Hawken, iron | $22.99
  - Triggerguard #TG-Hawk-LB available in brass, at extra cost.
- **BP-Hawk-L-I** buttplate, late Hawken style, iron | $21.99
  - Buttplate #BP-Hawk-LB available in brass, at extra cost.
- **TP-TC-H-I** toeplate, with beavertail finial, iron | $2.99
  - Toeplate #TP-TC-HB is available in brass, at extra cost.
- **SP-HLB-I** sideplate, counterbored 3/8” bolt head | $2.99
  - Sideplate #SP-HLB-B is available in brass, at extra cost.
- **Rib-TR-16-22** rib, for 1” octagon, smooth drawn finish | $21.99
- **Key-36-I** key, with slot for capture pin, use two inlay, slotted oval, iron, use four | $2.99
- **IN-Slot-2-I** | $2.99
- **Ramrod-7** ramrod, 7/16” diameter, 48”, sanded | $1.69
  - Ramrod tip #RT-7-10-I | $2.49
  - Ramrod tip #RT-7-10-B available in brass.
- **UL-104-A** lug staple for barrel key, use two | $2.50
- **RP-Hawk-T-E7-I** rod pipe, 7/16”, iron, entry | $9.99
- **RP-Hawk-H-7-I** rod pipe, 7/16”, iron, forward, use two | $5.99
  - Ramrod pipes #RP-Hawk-TE7 and -H7B available in brass.
- **FC-PA-16-I** forend cap, wax cast steel, for 1” | $14.29
  - Our forend cap is available in brass, at extra cost.
- **FS-TC-CB** sight, front, silver blade, copper base | $5.29
- **RS-KC-16** sight, rear, wax cast steel | $7.99
- **Screw-Set-HR** screws and pins, full set, unplated | $10.39
- **RCT-5-40-R** screw for underrib, 5-40, each | $3.99
  - Only $1.29
  - Solder rod pipe to rib | $2.99
  - Solder ramrod pipe to rib, each | $2.99

Stock for Kit Carson’s, right or left:

- **Stk-KC-16-M1** stock, right, maple, plain | only $195.00
- **Stk-KC-16-M3** stock, right, maple, fancy | only $265.00
- **Stk-KC-16-M4** stock, right, maple, fancy | only $200.00
- **Stk-KC-16-W1** stock, right, black walnut | only $220.00
- **Stk-KC-16-L-M1** stock, left, maple, plain | only $195.00
- **Stk-KC-16-L-M3** stock, left, maple, fancy | only $265.00
- **Stk-KC-16-L-M4** stock, left, maple, fancy | only $200.00
- **Stk-KC-16-L-W1** stock, left, black walnut | only $220.00

Gunsmithing for Hawken Rifle kit:

- **Install breech plug, indexed, fitted snug inside** | $20.00
  - Name is indexed to bottom flat.
  - **Labor-BP** install breech plug | only $25.00

  **Mill dovetail slot, fit sight** | $10.00
  - Only $7.00
  - **Labor-DS** install fixed sight, mill dovetail, each | only $20.00
  - **Labor-RSHA** install long adjustable sight, dovetail | only $29.00

  **Install rib, using screws** | $10.00
  - **Labor-DT** tap blind hole for rib, per hole | only $20.00
  - **Screw-5-40-R** screw for underrib, 5-40, each | only $1.29
  - **Labor-RP** solder rod pipe to rib | only $2.99
  - **Labor-RP** solder ramrod pipe to rib, each | only $2.99